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The field of morphometrics has developed fast over the last

two decades. After a ‘‘revolution’’ that established a new

‘‘synthesis’’ in morphometric methodology about 15 years

ago (Rohlf and Marcus 1993; Bookstein 1996), the focus

has recently shifted to applying this methodology to vari-

ous biological problems. In his review, Polly (2008) singles

out quantitative genetics for special mention. In this area,

morphometric methods have been applied in the context of

analyses that base genetic inference on resemblance among

relatives (Klingenberg and Leamy 2001; Myers et al. 2006)

and analyses of natural selection (Gómez et al. 2006),

which both use the additive genetic covariance matrix, or

G matrix, as a central quantity, as well as QTL studies that

aim to identify the effects of single loci (Liu et al. 1996;

Klingenberg et al. 2001). All these studies share a common

approach in that they use the variables derived from a

morphometric space to characterize shape. These variables

are then used as the data in the context of the classical

multivariate methods of quantitative genetics, as they have

been available for 20 years or more (e.g., Lande 1979;

Lande and Arnold 1983; Lynch and Walsh 1998). None of

this is inherently revolutionary, as it is mainly a question of

‘‘plugging in’’ a new type of data into established methods

(perhaps with minor changes of the algebra). One might be

tempted to say that the most surprising thing is that it took

morphometricians so long to apply shape data in these

contexts.

The article of Polly (2008) discusses a further body of

literature, which is concerned with the developmental ori-

gins of evolutionary novelties (e.g., Oster et al. 1988;

Alberch 1989; Salazar-Ciudad et al. 2003). This kind of

study focuses on developmental and morphological varia-

tion at a scale where the local approximation by the linear

models that underlie quantitative genetics is no longer

satisfactory. Instead of small steps in phenotypic space,

evolution of novelty can occur by large leaps. As a con-

sequence, morphological changes are not necessarily just

minor rearrangements of a constant set of morphological

features, but entirely novel features can arise. Because

standard morphometric methodology requires a strict cor-

respondence of the landmarks or measured distances

among all taxa under study, it presents considerable diffi-

culties for analyzing variation of this sort. Therefore, Polly

(2008) suggests that novelty is best analyzed by what he

calls ‘‘homology-free’’ characterizations of the phenotype.

These characterizations include analyses of outlines or

surfaces that do not require the user to establish an explicit

correspondence of structures as it is required, for instance,

for analyses of morphological landmarks. These ‘‘homol-

ogy-free’’ approaches easily can accommodate even drastic

changes of shape, where no apparent correspondence of

shapes is maintained. Accordingly, these approaches

appear to be very suitable for studying morphological

novelty (Polly 2008).

In this paper, I raise two caveats to this conclusion. First,

I point out that for some types of novelty, such as those

where novel parts arise by duplication of existing parts, it

may well be possible to include them in the standard

morphometric analyses using landmarks. This requires an

explicit interpretation of the developmental and anatomical

change that underlies the novelty, and will thus not always

be feasible. Second, I examine whether the ‘‘homology-

free’’ methods recommended by Polly (2008) really are

free of assumptions about the correspondence of parts. My

survey finds that all these methods are making such
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assumptions in some way, and therefore all critically

depend on some sense of homology.

Shape Spaces for Landmark Data and Novelty

By far the most thoroughly understood shape spaces are

those for landmark data, because a large body of theory

exists about them (Dryden and Mardia 1998; Kendall et al.

1999). The starting point of a study is the total set of

landmarks that correspond in a one-to-one manner among

all the objects to be included in an analysis. For biological

studies, this correspondence is based on criteria derived

from comparative anatomy, and is therefore often referred

to as homology (e.g., Polly 2008). In comparative evolu-

tionary studies, this correspondence is indeed the same as

biological homology, and the use of the word is therefore

justified; in other contexts, such as functional morphology,

other criteria for correspondence may be preferable, and

therefore the word ‘‘homology’’ is better avoided. But for

all applications of the landmark methodology, an explicit

definition of the correspondence of landmarks is the core of

this approach.

The shape space contains all possible shapes that can be

defined by variation in the relative positions of a set of

landmarks. There are different shape spaces for different

numbers of landmarks and for different numbers of

dimensions (usually two or three dimensions). These shape

spaces also include so-called degenerate shapes where two

or more landmarks occupy exactly the same point. The

only exception is the extreme degenerate case where all

landmarks are in exactly the same point; this single case is

excluded from consideration as a shape (in practice, this is

not really a limitation—even our intuitive notion of shape

requires some spatial expanse). Every shape has its specific

place in the shape space, and the relative arrangement of

shapes can be used to define distances between them,

average shapes for sets of shapes, or other statistical

properties (Dryden and Mardia 1998; Kendall et al. 1999).

For practical studies, a small neighborhood around the

mean shape in the sample can be approximated by a tan-

gent space, which allows subsequent analyses to use the

conventional methods of multivariate statistics (Dryden

and Mardia 1998). In the vast majority of biological data

sets, the range of shape variation is small enough for the

tangent space to be a good approximation of the shape

space, even for large-scale comparisons (e.g., skull shape

variation in mammals Marcus et al. 2000).

Despite the requirement for rigorous one-to-one corre-

spondence, the landmark approach can accommodate

certain kinds of qualitative novelties. When novelties arise

by bifurcation in a conserved developmental process (e.g.

Oster et al. 1988) so that there is branching or duplications

of structures, one can argue that the landmarks of the

simple ancestral structure correspond to the landmarks on

both the duplicated structures (Fig. 1a). Accordingly, a

morphometric analysis can proceed by including the total

set of landmarks including all duplicated ones (in the

example of Fig. 1a, this is the set A1, A2, B1 and B2). For

the simple configurations, the same point location is

recorded for the duplicates of a single landmark (for the left

diagram in Fig. 1a, the location of point A is recorded for

both A1 and A2, the location of point B for B1 and B2).

Clearly, this approach requires very specific information

about the nature of the novelty and the correspondence of

duplicated landmarks.

The logic of this method is similar to the reasoning that

can be used if landmarks are missing because of an evo-

lutionary loss of structures (Fig. 1b). In this case, it is often

helpful to consider a transformation series, as it has tradi-

tionally been done in comparative anatomy. The

transformation series for the example of Fig. 1b, from left

b

a

A

B

A1

A2

B1

B2

Fig. 1 Novelty and loss of structures in morphometric studies using

landmarks. (a) Novelty by duplication of landmarks. A bifurcation

event in a developmental process leads to a duplication of a part of a

structure (light region) and the corresponding landmarks (black dots).

Each one of the landmarks in the diagram to the left therefore

corresponds to two landmarks in the diagram to the right (arrows). (b)

A transformation series for a structure (white triangle) that is reduced

and then vanishes (from left to right). In the diagram to the right,

where the white triangle is lost completely, the three landmarks

surrounding the triangle all fall on the same point. If read from the

right to the left, this sequence can be interpreted as the origin of a

novelty
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to right, shows the progressive reduction and loss of the

white triangle. The series shows that the landmarks first

move closer together, and ultimately end up in the same

point when the white triangle has disappeared completely.

Comparative morphometric studies at a large phylogenetic

scale encounter situations like this fairly regularly (e.g., for

the nasal bone in a series from hyrax through the manatee

to the dugong). This type of reasoning also can be used to

address novelty in morphometric studies: simply read the

transformation series in Fig. 1b from the right to the left

side, in which case the white triangle is interpreted as a

novelty.

Overall, the methods of landmark morphometrics can

address qualitative novelty by using partly degenerate

configurations of landmarks (i.e., configurations in which

more than one landmark is in the same location) for the

forms that do not possess the novelty. This approach

clearly cannot handle all morphological innovations, but it

should be feasible and useful for a broad range of novelties.

‘‘Homology-free’’ Characterization: Free of What?

A key point in the review of Polly (2008) is that the lim-

itations of landmark-based methods to characterize novelty

apply less to morphometric methods using outlines or

surfaces because those methods are ‘‘homology-free’’. By

‘‘homology-free’’, Polly means that this class of descriptors

has no fixed link between the data that are recorded (points

on an outline or surface) and the anatomical structures they

represent. Therefore, the appearance or disappearance of

new features in the outline or surface can easily be captured

by these methods, and thus analyzing this kind of evolu-

tionary novelties poses no problem.

The fact that these methods do not require the user to

identify the features that are potential novelties does not

mean, however, that these approaches avoid assumptions

about the correspondence between the forms under study.

These assumptions concern the correspondence of the

points sampled from the outlines or surfaces. Because the

variables describing the shapes are derived from these

points, an assumption of correspondence among the sam-

pled points is built into the procedure. The precise nature of

this assumption differs among the various methods.

The assumption of correspondence among sampled

points is clearest for the analysis of semilandmarks

(Bookstein 1997; Hammond et al. 2004; Gunz et al. 2005).

Semilandmarks are points sampled along a smooth outline

or surface that defines the boundary of the structure under

study. Each semilandmark provides information about the

structure in the direction perpendicular to the boundary, but

no information in the direction of the boundary itself. The

idea is therefore to slide the points along the boundary so

that they match each other optimally in some sense, and

then to treat them as landmarks. Criteria for sliding to an

optimal agreement differ (e.g., minimizing Procrustes dis-

tances or bending energy) and the choice of different

criteria can produce differences in the results (Perez et al.

2006). Treating the points as landmarks implies the full set

of assumptions about one-to-one correspondence of points,

even though an algorithm for sliding is substituted for the

information from comparative anatomy that guides con-

ventional landmark analyses.

For eigenshape analysis, at least one landmark is usually

included as a starting point for the outline, and multiple

landmarks may be used in extended eigenshape analysis

(Lohmann and Schweitzer 1990; MacLeod 1999). In

addition, the analysis implicitly assumes that the points

along the outline correspond among all the specimens,

because the changes of direction of the curve at these

points are used to define the variables of the analysis.

For Fourier analysis, things are less clear-cut than for

eigenshape analysis, because the approach is based on

functions fitted to the data points, rather than directly on

the data points themselves. For some types of Fourier

analysis, however, it has been shown that the results are

identical to those of eigenshape analysis (up to a rigid

rotation; Rohlf 1986), from which it follows that the same

assumptions concerning the homology of points must also

apply. If only a reduced number of harmonics are included

to achieve a smoothing of the contour, this relationship is

no longer a simple identity, although it remains as a

background in the analysis (the smoothing does not alter

the fundamental nature of the data). Assumptions about

correspondence also ‘‘creep in’’ through the standardization

for the size and orientation of the outline using the best-

fitting ellipse (Ferson et al. 1985) or through alignment by

specific landmarks (e.g., Frieß and Baylac 2003). Analyses

of three-dimensional surfaces by methods related to Fou-

rier analysis (McPeek et al. 2008) or by entirely different

methods (Plyusnin et al. 2008) also include steps for

alignment and standardization that make implicit assump-

tions about homologies of the structure.

When different methods are applied to the same outline

data, different results may be obtained (e.g., Cannon and

Manos 2001; Navarro et al. 2004). These differences partly

originate from the way different methods treat the data, but

they also partly result from differences in how they

establish correspondences between points of the outlines

that are used in the analysis. Although some relationships

between methods do exist (Rohlf 1986), most of them are

not transparent.

A simple thought experiment may be useful to illustrate

the general importance of the homology relationship for

morphometric studies. Imagine a smooth structure that has

a bump either in the middle or two-thirds along its length.
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Evolution from one of these conditions to the other can

occur either as a shift of the bump or by the disappearance

of one bump and the origin of the other as a novelty. The

answer to this question will differ, depending on what is

assumed about how points on the surface of the structure

correspond to each other. If a method uses the location on

the surface or outline as the defining criterion for corre-

spondence, as all the methods based on equally spaced

points do, the scenario of a shift is ruled out a priori (see

also Gunz et al. 2005).

Overall, therefore, none of the ‘‘homology-free’’ meth-

ods are really free of assumptions about homology. Instead

of making decisions about homology explicitly, based on

the criteria of comparative anatomy, the user merely del-

egates them to various algorithms inherent in the methods.

Conclusions

This paper contains some good news and some bad news

for investigators who want to use geometric morphometrics

for studying morphological novelty. The good news is that

landmark methods can be used to study some types of

qualitative novelty, namely those that arose by duplication

of existing structures. The investigator must explicitly

specify the nature of the novelty as part of ‘‘coding’’ the

correspondences of landmarks (e.g., coincident landmarks

in taxa lacking the duplication), based on information from

comparative anatomy and developmental biology. The bad

news is that ‘‘homology-free’’ morphometric approaches

are not free of assumptions about homology. Different

assumptions about the correspondence among the points of

outlines and surfaces are built into the algorithms that are

used by these approaches. The decisions about correspon-

dence of parts are merely shifted to the choice among the

different methods, and the assumptions are substantially

less transparent than they are in landmark-based

approaches.
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